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RiaMore Unveils KoolChart® 2.0, a Next-Generation Charting Solution

KoolChart delivers JavaScript-based charting for HTML5 Canvas.

Santa Clara, CA (PRWEB) October 14, 2013 -- RiaMore Inc., an innovative and leading publisher of charting
software, announced today the availability of KoolChart® 2.0.

Built on the next-generation web standard HTML5 Canvas, KoolChart brings pure JavaScript-based charting
capabilities that can run both in the cloud and on a variety of devices such as the desktop, smartphone and
tablets.

Beyond the basic offerings vis-à-vis other comparable products, KoolChart provides advanced functions such
as Target vs Actual Charts, History Charts, Image Charts, Real-Time Monitoring Charts and Slide Charts,
which are unique to KoolChart and easy to use.

Pre-packaged with over 250 ready-to-use sample components, it can drastically cut the initial time, cost and
complexity of embedding charts for any application. In particular, this new 2.0 release includes a rich set of
real-time monitor charting features that equals or even surpasses similar products at a much higher price point.

Used by over 100+ corporate customers including Samsung, LG and Hyatt, KoolChart delivers proven
performance and reliability with a simple and competitive licensing option allowing unlimited use with any
browsers or devices.

Pricing and Availability

Standard pricing can range from $480 to $1,830 depending on the type of license. Additional information can
be found at KoolChart's website.

RiaMore is currently offering a 30% discount promotion on KoolChart 2.0 that runs until December 31st, 2013.

Combined with promotional discounts, RiaMore is also offering customization services on existing KoolChart
chart components at no cost to new customers. Please contact sales(at)koolchart(dot)com for further details.

About RiaMore

Founded in 2008, RiaMore, based in Seoul with branch offices in Toronto and Tokyo, is a leading innovator
and publisher of charting solutions for the connected world. Together with a Flash and Flex-based family of
existing products, the newest edition of KoolChart built on HTML5 and JavaScript provides users with a
consistent and productive experience regardless of computing platform.

For demo and complimentary trial downloads, please visit www.koolchart.com.

KoolChart® is a registered trademark of RiaMore, Inc. All other trademarks and/or registered trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. © 2013 RiaMore, Inc.
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Contact Information
Cy Yang
RiaMore
http://www.koolchart.com
+1 416-876-7594

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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